User Experience Designer

Bring your expertise in Information architecture and IT change control to this career building opportunity

Salary $63,973.31 - $72,937.86 annually

The Strategic Partnerships Office is leading the implementation of the BC Bid application replacement under the Procurement Transformation Strategy. The goals of the strategy are to enable better access to procurement opportunities for small, medium and large businesses, make it easier for companies to do business with the government, provide best value and increased benefits for the people of BC by promoting innovation and improving social, Indigenous and environmental outcomes and enhance procurement capacity within government.

BC Bid is the current sourcing tool used by both core government and hundreds of publicly-funded organizations, such as Crown corporations, health authorities, municipalities, etc. The replacement technology will streamline and automate procurement by supporting the spend analytics, strategic planning and sourcing components of procurement.

The User Experience Designer is responsible for designing and delivering the user experience and evolving the product vision. The UE Designer works closely with business analysts and application providers to understand the functionality and capabilities of an application and its interfaces. The UE Designer takes this in-depth knowledge out to end users to test the application and its interfaces, record their experiences, synthesize and analyze their feedback into recommendations for the project team. If you have a computer science background and significant IT change control experience and are looking for an opportunity to grow your leadership skills, we encourage your application.

Qualifications for this role include:

- Degree, diploma or certificate in information architecture, user experience design, interaction design, computer science, human computer interaction or a related area.
- Experience in information architecture or user/interface design.
- Experience with mock-up and prototyping tools such as Visio, OmniGraffe, Balsamiq, Adobe Creative Suite.
- Preference may be given to applicants with experience conducting user experience testing on large-scale transformative projects.

To learn more, including how to apply online by April 10, 2019 please visit: https://bcpublicservice.hua.hrsmart.com/hr/ats/Posting/view/58724